
Host John A says:
**** Continue Pharaoh Mission********
                         "Meetings"

XO Starks says:
:: on the bridge standing over the science station ::

SO Qwynn says:
:: takes a seat at the conn of the shuttle and engages the restraints ::

FCO Horn says:
::At helm control wondering what the hell is going on::

CO von Krieg says:
::on the bridge, preparing to open the shuttle bay doors::

OPS Stidd says:
::At OPS, coming out of Meditation::

TO Williams says:
::Is at TAC, running over the ever-constant security reports::

SO Qwynn says:
*CO* The shuttle is ready to leave the ship, sir.

SO Qwynn says:
:: Preparing power-up sequence for shuttle ::

XO Starks says:
:: looks to Stidd :: OPS: you okay Lt. ?

SO Qwynn says:
Computer, continue recording...

CO von Krieg says:
*SO*:Ensign, this may be a rough ride. I'm using the docking tractors to boost you out. Launch on my mark.

OPS Stidd says:
XO:I believe I know what’s happening but I don’t know how to prove it.

FCO Horn says:
::Monitoring all the activity on her panel::

XO Starks says:
OPS: what's your theory?

SO Qwynn says:
*CO* Leaving communication channel open, Captain. 

CO von Krieg says:
*SO* Understood. Mark. ::keys in the final sequence::

XO Starks says:
:: while listening to OPS I thumb some commands into the science station to try to keep sensors locked on the shuttle ::

OPS Stidd says:
XO: All our problems started shortly after we were probed, correct?

XO Starks says:
OPS: what are you getting at Stidd?

Host John A says:
ACTION: As the doors slide open, the SO catches a breif glimpse outside. Tthen the Flashback Phenomena engulfs the bay... the shuttle and doors are as they were.

SO Qwynn says:
*CO* Gr... :: falls limp onto the console ::

EO DeSylvia says:
@::Enrout to Pharaoh on board USS OHIO::

TO Williams says:
::Checks his phaser holster, to make sure its secure...:::

XO Starks says:
:: looks at sensor readout ::  Self: what the hell?

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ :: monitoring SRS on the USS Ohio::

OPS Stidd says:
XO: I believe we are still under the probe sir and nothing since that point has been real.  I have as proof the fact that I am no longer sensing my wife in the bond.

CO von Krieg says:
::watches on his panel as the doors open and then close:: *SO* Ensign, report.

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ EO: There's your new post Mr... Desylvia is it?

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ ::points::

FCO Horn says:
::Checks her panel:: CO: Confirmed, the shuttle bay doors are closed again

EO DeSylvia says:
 @ ADM: aye sir.  Have my transfer in my bag

CO von Krieg says:
Computer:Computer, status report on Ensign Qwynn!

XO Starks says:
:: turns head to OPS :: OPS: you think we were transported onto the probe or are we still on the pharaoh?
 
Host Adm_Krust says:
ACTION: The Computer states: Ensign Qwynn is in the shuttle bay.

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ EO: It is a fine ship, Why it's not acting like it now... we'll soon find out...

OPS Stidd says:
XO: I am not sure, though both are a distinct possibility.

EO DeSylvia says:
@ ::Looks at Pharaoh. Wonders why its just hanging in space::

CO von Krieg says:
*Sickbay*Medical alert, shuttle bay. On the double!

XO Starks says:
OPS: if only there were a way we could use our instruments to prove it

EO DeSylvia says:
@ Adm: I'm sure it is sir.  I'd like to start my duties on board.

XO Starks says:
CO: I'll head down there too sir

OPS Stidd says:
XO: Didn’t one of us pass out and need medical treatment when the probe started?

XO Starks says:
OPS: that's right, see what you can find out I'll be in the shuttle bay

XO Starks says:
:: runs off bridge ::

CO von Krieg says:
::turns to Starks:: Commander, our first priority is to find a medical staff when we make it home.

XO Starks says:
:: on way off of bridge :: CO: I agree sir

XO Starks says:
:: exits TL and enters shuttle bay ::

OPS Stidd says:
::Turns to Horn:: Horn: Do you remember who it was that needed the medical attention?

CO von Krieg says:
::moves toward the FCO:: FCO: Has there been any deviation in our flight plan, local gravity patterns, anything that might indicate some sort of interference?

FCO Horn says:
Ops: If I remember correctly, it was Mr. Ryan who passed out

Host Adm_Krust says:
ACTION: Tactical sensors show 2 Galor class ships closing on the Pharaoh...

XO Starks says:
:: opens shuttle hatch :: SO: Qwynn!?

FCO Horn says:
CO: Checking now sir

TO Williams says:
::Grins at the FCO:: FCO: Yeah, it was me.. ::Blushes slightly::

Host Adm_Krust says:
ACTION: The SO lies inert

SO Qwynn says:
:: slumped unconscious on the conn ::

TO Williams says:
Yells: Two Galor class Closing fast!!

XO Starks says:
:: picks up the SO and lifts her out of the shuttle ::

CO von Krieg says:
TO: Mr. Williams, have we been detected by the Cardassians?

FCO Horn says:
::Taps panel to review information: CO: Nothing out of the ordinary sir

TO Williams says:
CO: Ah.... yeah

Host Adm_Krust says:
ACTION: The USS Ohio, slides up next to the Pharaoh and comes to station keeping...

OPS Stidd says:
TO: May I have a moment of your time, Mr. Williams?

EO DeSylvia says:
@ Adm: Shall we away?

FCO Horn says:
::Notices Ship on sensors and begins her shadowing maneuvers::

XO Starks says:
:: carries the SO to the TL :: *CO* I have the SO she's unconscious I'm bringing her to the sick bay

TO Williams says:
OPS: Sure, although the Cardassians are closing on us, and I'm waiting for the Captains orders, what would you like?

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ EO: In a moment, let me take some readings first....

Host Adm_Krust says:
@:: runs several hard scans ::

OPS Stidd says:
CO:Will you trust me to do something as a test sir?

CO von Krieg says:
FCO:Mr. Horn, if this is an illusion, it can still hurt us apparently. Keep us out of the Cardassian weapon range.

FCO Horn says:
CO: ships on sensors and I began shadowing maneuvers

EO DeSylvia says:
@ Adm: Aye sir.

FCO Horn says:
CO: Out of weapons range, aye sir

XO Starks says:
:: enters sick bay with the SO and lays her on the bio bed ::

CO von Krieg says:
::looks at tactical:: TO: Fire only on my orders.

Host Adm_Krust says:
All: No life signs?!... 39 readings of bio-matter... we may have a problem...

SO Qwynn says:
:: stirs somewhat :: Outloud to nobody in particular: Okaywhaye gr....  :: her eyes close again ::

TO Williams says:
::Sits in his chair, still confused on what is still happening::

TO Williams says:
CO: Aye, sir.

Host Adm_Krust says:
@*Sec* All teams to the transporter!

EO DeSylvia says:
@ Adm: What? All dead? How can that be.  

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ EO: let's go Ensign. :: moves to transporter

XO Starks says:
:: taps the SO on her cheek :: SO: Qwynn...Qwynn, Come on wake up  :: opens a medical tricorder and begins a triage scan::

OPS Stidd says:
::Goes to TO's position:: TO: permit me to do a mind meld.

EO DeSylvia says:
@ Adm: Yes sir. :: Grabs phaser and moves beside Adm::

TO Williams says:
::Is apprehensive...:: OPS: Okay, if you wish...

FCO Horn says:
::Keeps monitoring the enemy ships and continues her shadowing manuvers::

SO Qwynn says:
XO: Okaywhaye gr.... emtaub...

CO von Krieg says:
::moves over to Tactical Station One::

OPS Stidd says:
::Places hands on key nerve points and starts mind meld::

Host Adm_Krust says:
ACTION: The Cardassians continue to close...

XO Starks says:
:: tricorder scan of the SO shows scrambled synaptic functions ::

TO Williams says:
::Stands in a trance in the mind meld...::

FCO Horn says:
::ontinus to keep ships out of weapons range::

XO Starks says:
:: sets bio bed to monitor the SO's vitals ::

Host Adm_Krust says:
ACTION: The Away Team from the Ohio beams to the Pharaoh bridge to behold a grizzly scene

XO Starks says:
:: leaves sick bay for TL ::

CO von Krieg says:
FCO:Lt. what was your solution to the Kobayashi Maru senario.

FCO Horn says:
CO: I did not have a solution, I was killed every time I took that test sir

XO Starks says:
:: enter bridge :: CO: Sir, I have the SO under observation in sickbay she in a coma with scrambled synaptic functions

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ EO: All dead!  Begin scans ensign!

OPS Stidd says:
::Breaks the mind meld:: TO: Thank you for your cooperation

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: It's the only possible solution.  We may be facing that choice ourselves.

EO DeSylvia says:
@ Adm: Y..yes... yes sir. :: pulls tricorder and begins scans of crew and ship ::

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ ::walks to the reddened corpse of VonKreig and raises an eye lid.. :: Aloud: ChaH Nuq BeH'nech Magnus! Sto'vokor.. NuH CH'Kla Qa'Cha!

XO Starks says:
CO: the no win senerio sir?

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ :: Roars::

SO Qwynn says:
Outloud:  Inion...okaywhaye  

TO Williams says:
::Shakes his head:: OPS: Sure...

EO DeSylvia says:
@ ::mutters a Romulan curse::

CO von Krieg says:
::nods grimly to the FCO's question::

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ :: begins scans:: EO: intense Ultra violet radiation?

XO Starks says:
TO: status on Cardasian ships?

EO DeSylvia says:
@ Adm: That’s what I'm showing as well.  But how?

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Are we maintaining our distance?

FCO Horn says:
CO: The only action I can think of that I have not tried during the test is inaction. Not do anything

FCO Horn says:

CO: Yes sir I am keeping the ship out of weapons range
Host Adm_Krust says:
@ EO: Unknown... Go to engineering get the engines ready for flight...

XO Starks says:
FCO: you mean just sit back and accept defeat

TO Williams says:
XO: Attempting to close on us

FCO Horn says:
XO: Not defeat, but know when we can't win

OPS Stidd says:
::Hearing the CO and FCOs conversation:: self: or I bet, Kirks solution.

SO Qwynn says:
:: wakes up alone in Sickbay and slowly comes around ::

EO DeSylvia says:
@ Adm: Aye Sir.  Are we to move the ship without finishing our scans?

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ *AT*  Security, move the corpses to the Cargo bay!

XO Starks says:
CO: not much use manning the escape pods. not after what happened to the SO, speaking of her I'm going to go back and check on her

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ EO: No Ensign, I'll continue here

CO von Krieg says:
XO: I agree, First. Our fortunes are with the ship. We live by her or die by her.

SO Qwynn says:
:: sits up and swings her feet around on the biobed, putting her hand to her forehead ::

XO Starks says:
CO: agreed sir  ::walks off bridge bound for sickbay ::

EO DeSylvia says:
@ Adm: Aye Sir.  :: Heads to Engineering ::

Host Adm_Krust says:
:: accesses computer records:: Aloud: what's this?! A probe... Intense scan in the visible and UV spectrum... The Cause of death!

SO Qwynn says:
:: stares out the window at the stars, feeling confused ::

XO Starks says:
:: enters sickbay :: SO: your awake! ::grabs a medical tricorder and scan the SO:: SO: how do you feel? What do you remember?

OPS Stidd says:
::sitting at OPS::CO: If need be sir I am prepared to start a forced warp core breach, if you desire.

FCO Horn says:
::Thinking about the situations since the first scan:: CO: Every time we tried something, the opposite or drastic thing happened, like a mouse in a maze. What if we stopped "playing"?

XO Starks says:
*CO* the SO is awake sir

SO Qwynn says:
:: turns slowly to see the XO ::  XO: things turned gray then white ...

FCO Horn says:
CO: To me it seems that we are being tested

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Either the game stops or the game master changes the rules.

SO Qwynn says:
:: struggling to remember more clearly ::

Host Adm_Krust says:
ACTION: The Galor class ships finally close to combat range and open fire...

FCO Horn says:
::Takes evasive action::

TO Williams says:
::Shakes from weapons fire:: CO: We are under attack!

EO DeSylvia says:
@ :: Enters Engineering and preps engines for warp ::

CO von Krieg says:
TO: Return fire, full spread.

SO Qwynn says:
:: her eyes get big :: XO: in that moment, I again felt that Binar-type presence as well!

XO Starks says:
SO: take it easy your synaptic functions are still out of wack, but coming around

XO Starks says:
:: deck shakes beneath my feet ::

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ EO: Mr. DeSylvia... I believe an alien scan killed the crew, check for mechanical damage caused by intense UV radiation...

XO Starks says:
SO: the same that you felt from the probe?

CO von Krieg says:
OPS:Mr. Stidd, if we are to force our hand, that will be our final option. Lay in the sequence.

SO Qwynn says:
XO: Yes.  And there weren't stars outside the ship, Jimmy, er, Commander...

OPS Stidd says:
::In Heavy Klingon:: CO: Today is a good day to die.

Host Adm_Krust says:
ACTION: The Galors pound the little ship, throwing people around...

SO Qwynn says:
XO: it was gray before that light, not stars like I should have seen!

TO Williams says:
CO: STANDING BY!

FCO Horn says:
::Fingers fly across her panel evading as much fire as humanly possible::

OPS Stidd says:
::Lays in the sequence for a forced warp core breach::

EO DeSylvia says:
@ Adm: UV radiation? Aye. :: Begins intensive scans for structural damage ::

XO Starks says:
:: shakes with ship:: SO: we have to get to the bridge  :: puts SO's arm over my should and help her to the turbo lift ::

TO Williams says:
::Opens fire, Full spread...::

CO von Krieg says:
TO: Damage to enemy vessels?

EO DeSylvia says:
@ :: Ensures SIF is fully functional ::

SO Qwynn says:
:: accepts the help and proceeds as quickly as she's able ::

XO Starks says:
:: in TL:: SO: do you think the entire ship could be in the hold of that probe?

TO Williams says:
CO: Shield 50% sir, and still standing.

Host Adm_Krust says:
ACTION: The behemoths shrug the barrage off, and return in kind...

TO Williams says:
CO: Permission to attack their critical systems, with indiscrimanate justice.

TO Williams says:
::Wobbles under the heavy barrage::

FCO Horn says:
::Manuvers the ship and gives best fire coverage for the TO while evading enemy fire::

SO Qwynn says:
:: severe pain grips both her temples and stops her in her tracks ::

CO von Krieg says:
FCO:Continue Evasive. OPS:Begin destabilizing the core.

XO Starks says:
:: stops outside of brideg with Qwynn :: SO: You allright?

SO Qwynn says:
XO: I definitely felt a presence when the door to the cargo bay opened, sir.

FCO Horn says:
CO: Aye sir ::Fingers keep flying over her panel::

XO Starks says:
SO: come on  :: enter's bridge with the SO::

XO Starks says:
:: helps SO sit at the science station ::

SO Qwynn says:
:: takes a seat at Science ::

Host Adm_Krust says:
ACTION: The lumbering cardassians move to flank the Pharaoh

CO von Krieg says:
All: If this is a fantasy, the overload will rectify itself.

SO Qwynn says:
XO: thank you sir, i'll be fine.  Now...

SO Qwynn says:
:: holds her head, trying to concentrate ::

FCO Horn says:
::holds her breath and hopes for the best::

CO von Krieg says:
TO:Mr. Williams, target the lead ship's life support systems.

EO DeSylvia says:
@ *Adm*: Sir... there isn't any serious damage.  But most of the panels are sun bleached, might need to replace some optics when we get her home.

XO Starks says:
CO: Captain. I can't see how those ships could be out there sir! Qwynn saw nothing but Grey when she was in the shuttle, no stars no nothing

FCO Horn says:
::fly’s the ship around the enemy ships with precision::

TO Williams says:
::Fire several torpedoes, all aiming at their critical support systems::

XO Starks says:
CO:...except the same presence that she felt when we encountered the probe

SO Qwynn says:
:: finally notices the commotion around her ::
 
OPS Stidd says:
CO: Captain, A thought has occurred to me, permission to check something out?

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ *EO*: Very well... There is nothing else to do. prepare to make way... We will investigate at base.

CO von Krieg says:
OPS: Granted.

CO von Krieg says:
XO: Commander, our options are limited.

XO Starks says:
CO: true sir, but with what the SO told me I have to agree with Alex we should power down and do nothing

SO Qwynn says:
:: trying to put all the pieces together, holding her head ::

OPS Stidd says:
Computer: Computer, where is the SO at right now?

EO DeSylvia says:
@ Adm: Sir... were ready to make way on your command.

FCO Horn says:
::smiles to herself at the XO comment on her recommendation::

CO von Krieg says:
::looks around, trusts his crew:: All: Power down all systems.

XO Starks says:
:: moves to ENG station and powers down the warp core ::

TO Williams says:
CO: Ah... okay sir...

SO Qwynn says:
:: powers down science systems :: 

FCO Horn says:
::Powers down engines and sits at her station::

SO Qwynn says:
CO: powered down, sir

TO Williams says:
::Powers down weapons... listening to the silence::

Host Adm_Krust says:
ACTION: The Galor class ship closes in for the kill... The blinding light from their weapons, grow to the Flashback... And again, all is quiet


OPS Stidd says:
SO: You have also had an event of blacking out, correct?

XO Starks says:
ALL:...we died.. again, and again it starts anew

CO von Krieg says:
All: Thank you. We will play no more.

Host Adm_Krust says:
ACTION: Both the Pharaohs sit inert in space

XO Starks says:
CO: just like the kobayashi maru is so Starfleet see how we deal with death...this unending simulation must have the same purpose for the probe

TO Williams says:
Mumbles: This is messed up bad....

FCO Horn says:
::Looks around and listens to the silence::

SO Qwynn says:
:: startles ::

CO von Krieg says:
XO: I have known death for many years. This is not death. The experiment is a failure.

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: Lieutenant, I'm sorry...?

FCO Horn says:
ALL: What now?

EO DeSylvia says:
@ :: Begins to wonder if the Admiral is going to head for home any time soon :: *Adm* : Sir... were rigged for warp... I'm a little creeped out here... can we go?

OPS Stidd says:
SO: You on the last go around was rendered unconscious for some time, correct?

CO von Krieg says:
All: We wait. *Ship's Crew*: This is the Captain. Secure all stations.

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: Yes, sir, I was.

XO Starks says:
:: secures ENG station ::

Host Adm_Krust says:
@*EO* We are on our way Ensign, monitor the engines! :: nods to FCO::

TO Williams says:
::Locks down the weapons::

OPS Stidd says:
SO:May I have your thoughts, ensign.  This is not an order and you may decline if you wish.

FCO Horn says:
::Secures helm control::

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: I saw gray space, not the black space with stars of this sector, then the blinding white light that knocked me out... 

OPS Stidd says:
::Locks down OPS::

Host Adm_Krust says:
:ACTION: As K'rust's Pharaoh leaps to warp an odd "phased space" is detected within the warp field.

EO DeSylvia says:
@ Adm: I thought you'd never ask.

CO von Krieg says:
XO: Our systems have tried to respond logically to illogical situations.  So have we.

SO Qwynn says:
OPS: you may meld, yes.

EO DeSylvia says:
@ *Adm*: Picking up an odd Phase Space within the Warp Field... started just as we jumped to warp.

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ :: notes an odd reading on the command chairs console::

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ All: All stop!  *EO*: Did you see that Ensign?

OPS Stidd says:
::Nods his head and begins a mindmeld on the SO::

FCO Horn says:
::watches the mind meld being performed::

XO Starks says:
CO: time to respond illogically, what if we were to overload the wrap core?

TO Williams says:
::Sighs... trying to figure out what game he's been caught into::

EO DeSylvia says:
@ :: thinks this has become the worst day he could imagine ::

XO Starks says:
CO: I can't determine what effect if any it will have but ti will get someone's attention that's for sure

SO Qwynn says:
:: chants along ::  my thoughts to your thoughts...

CO von Krieg says:
XO:Perhaps. Our actions have been dictated to us by the situation. Perhaps it is our time to run the game. FCO: Mr. Horn, your thoughts.

EO DeSylvia says:
@ Adm: Aye Sir! Checking M/ARC now.

FCO Horn says:
CO: I agree with the XO. I think it is time to start playing on our terms

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ :: goes to SCI 1 ::

OPS Stidd says:
self: No stars, metal grey

EO DeSylvia says:
@ :: runs several scans on the Matter/ Anti- Matter Reaction Chamber ::

CO von Krieg says:
::looks at OPS to see the mind meld in progress::

XO Starks says:
CO: on your command sir..

SO Qwynn says:
:: her mind begins to slow with the meld, becoming more clear ::

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Eject the disaster beacon. If this is a reality of some sort, this crew's actions deserve to be recognized.

OPS Stidd says:
self: the code, yes concentrate on the code

FCO Horn says:
CO: Yes sir ::begins key in the sequence to launch the probe::

FCO Horn says:
CO: Beacon is away sir

SO Qwynn says:
:: hears his thoughts, feels his thoughts ::

Host Adm_Krust says:
ACTION: The buoy vanishes in a flash the moment it is released

XO Starks says:
:: looks over shoulder at the Captain and behind him at the mind meld going on ::

CO von Krieg says:
XO:Five minute count down, Commander. Begin destablizing the core.

XO Starks says:
:: powers up the warp core and locked the magnetic constrictors open at 120% ::

SO Qwynn says:
:: the meld continues to relax her and relax her mind ::

XO Starks says:
ALL: five minutes.. MARK!

FCO Horn says:
CO: Sir, since we have only five minutes left, may I say something off the record?

XO Starks says:
:: the ENG console begins to light up with blinking red alerts ::

CO von Krieg says:
::nods to FCO::

FCO Horn says:
CO: No Dis-respect intended, but my name is MISS Horn

XO Starks says:
:: smiles at the FCO ::

FCO Horn says:
CO: and I have enjoyed serving under you

EO DeSylvia says:
@ *Adm*: looks like some slight phase of subspace is reacting to the Warp Field.... I'm attempting to find a way to compensate for the variation.

CO von Krieg says:
::smiles slightly:: FCO: It is a function of protocol, Lt. not gender. Noted, Miss Horn.

FCO Horn says:
CO: Thank you sir

XO Starks says:
:: stands from station and moves to Mr. stidd ::

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ *EO* Excellent Ensign. Keep me apprised.

EO DeSylvia says:
@ :: begins to process data collected by scans ::

SO Qwynn says:
:: flows with the meld ::

FCO Horn says:
::Notices on her panel:: CO: Sir the beacon seems to have disappeared

EO DeSylvia says:
@ *Adm*: Aye Sir. :: Returns to work ::

XO Starks says:
:: looks back to TO::  TO: see anything on our sensors Lt.?

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Another impossibility.

TO Williams says:
XO: Nothing

FCO Horn says:
CO: Yes sir. I don't understand it, and at this point, I don't really care to understand it

XO Starks says:
:: nods at the TO ::

CO von Krieg says:
::muses to himself almost:: Perhaps we are just a shadow of a dream...

Host Adm_Krust says:
ACTION: the timer begins to count up... and away from 0.

OPS Stidd says:
::breaks the mind meld letting the SO feel refreshed and like new::

XO Starks says:
:: notices the Red Alert lights on the ENG station turn off::

SO Qwynn says:
:: looks at Stidd ::

CO von Krieg says:
All:It seems that we are not allowed the dignity of escape.

XO Starks says:
CO: sir the core is back to normal

OPS Stidd says:
SO: You will be better now.

Host Adm_Krust says:
@ *EO* Stand down Ensign... We will stay and investigate.

SO Qwynn says:
:: feels euphoric :: OPS: thank you.  :: smiles ::

CO von Krieg says:
::smiles grimly:: All : Our only option seems to be to simply walk out the hatch.

OPS Stidd says:
::Nods to SO:: SO: No problem

EO DeSylvia says:
@ :: Looks away from display :: *Adm*: Aye Sir. :: looks back :: Self: This is not good.

OPS Stidd says:
Self: now to solve the puzzle

FCO Horn says:
::Gets up walks over to the TO and kiss him on the lips:: ALL: That should a curve ball in all this

Host Adm Krust says:
**** Pause Mission*******


